Case Study

Data and analytics is key component
to Pacific Specialty’s digital workplace
transformation
New solution leads to better customer and employee engagement

Business situation
Pacific Specialty Insurance Company
(Pacific Specialty) is recognized as a leader in
motorcycle, personal watercraft and residential
property insurance, operating in all 50 states
and the District of Columbia. Its coverage
is provided through independent producers.
To support its goal of business growth
through new customer acquisition, Pacific
Specialty undertook an initiative to gain a
better understanding of its customer base
and policy trends. “As we looked at our
growth aspirations and what we needed
to do to achieve them, we recognized that
our technology environment was dated

and needed to be modernized and enhanced
to create a better environment for growth,”
said Jim P. Lee, Chief Information Officer,
Pacific Specialty Insurance Company.
Harnessing the insights from data and
analytics, Pacific Specialty envisioned a way
to achieve greater insight and build stronger
relationships across its business units,
customers and partners. The company’s
existing data environment was encumbered
by manual processes and isolated in pools
of data inhibiting its ability to fully understand,
identify and respond to changing customer
needs. Issues included:
• Business users had to rely on the IT
department to generate reports;

self-service data gathering and reporting
was not available.
• Departments were tracking different
aspects of the customer and claims
processes, which resulted in added time
to reconcile data sets.
• New product development was
cumbersome and slow. Platform updates
for new policy products were handled
internally and could take up to two months
to implement. In addition, limited platform
documentation made it difficult to gauge
the impact modifications would have
on upstream and downstream processes
and systems.
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“Avanade is second to none in terms of understanding the
Microsoft stack. They didn’t come to sell us something; they came
to understand and solve our problem.”
– Jim P. Lee, Chief Information Officer, Pacific Specialty Insurance Company

Digital analytics
solution puts power
into the hands of
business users
Pacific Specialty engaged Avanade to design
and build a data and analytics platform
to provide employees with better insights
into the business. The new solution, a key
digital transformation initiative for Pacific
Specialty, would integrate with the company’s
on-premise legacy platform and new core
insurance SaaS environments. “There
was a major gap in our ability to provide
proper data to the business. By improving
our analytics, we have enabled greater
transparency into our data, which helps our
employees to be more proactive with our
customers,” explained Lee.
Avanade began by hosting an envisioning
session with the client to better understand
Pacific Specialty’s vision for employee
empowerment and customer experience.
After this, Avanade mapped the company’s
business processes and analytics capabilities.
This mapping, connected to a cloud-based
data and analytics solution in Microsoft
Azure, provides a consolidated, seamless
view of the internal customer and policy data
that crosses departmental boundaries and
provides a consistent baseline to
the organization.
New Microsoft Power BI tools allow business
users to visualize and explore data in new
ways, connecting the data and processes
to achieve better customer engagement
and policy outcomes. Most importantly,
the innovative architecture and solution
enabled the business to gain access to data
– empowering them to be self-sufficient with
their analytical needs and relying less on
the technology organization.
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“We looked to connect Pacific Specialty’s
business processes to the heart of the
business transaction by leveraging data.
With a more comprehensive picture of the
customer transactions and needs, Pacific
Specialty can serve its customers better.
Of course, this required process adjustments
and people training to ensure that it embeds
in the company’s culture,” says Nishant Dhwaj,
Financial Services Executive at Avanade.
The way in which the business now accesses
and consumes data required a significant
cultural transformation of Pacific Specialty; it
has been a key achievement and a challenge
at the same time. Avanade helped Pacific
Specialty drive change management –
through one-on-one sessions, workshops and
Q&A sessions. They also developed training
documentation for use by Pacific Specialty’s
training team. “Many of our employees are
accustomed to doing things in a traditional
way,” said Lee. “The change of mindset is an
ongoing effort and Avanade is helping our
users understand how the capabilities of the
new platform enable better, more efficient
use of data.”

Digital empowerment
at Pacific Specialty
The data and analytics solution is opening
the door for the company to achieve its
growth goals. The solution allows operational
and executive users to gain valuable insights
into existing policyholder behavior and trends
in order to improve performance ratios
and inform new product development.
Pacific Specialty is already realizing a number
of benefits.
A more complete and consistent view of
customer interactions
• Integrated data from legacy and modern
platforms ensures that business users have
access to the data across all departments –
essential for capturing accurate intelligence
and trends.
• The data structure implemented by
Avanade has enabled data governance
processes to be realized. In addition,
full documentation now exists, which
minimizes risk and eases scalability.
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“We looked to connect Pacific Specialty’s business processes
to the heart of the business transaction by leveraging data.
With a more comprehensive picture of the customer transactions
and needs, Pacific Specialty can serve its customers better.”
– Nishant Dhwaj, Financial Services Executive at Avanade

Increased productivity of business users
• With the Power BI toolset, Pacific Specialty
employees who work with insurance
products – from senior executives to
managers – can themselves analyze data,
generate reports and gain insights in a
fraction of the time it used to take when
having to request reports from IT.
• The downstream effects of empowered
employees improve the insights that Pacific
Specialty can provide to customers and to
better serve their policy needs. Executives
across all departments – underwriting,
product development, legal, claims
processing, finance and accounting – have
seen benefits from this solution.
Improved ability to rapidly launch
new offerings
• Connected data across the customer
lifecycle is opening up new possibilities
for products that better meet the
customers’ needs.

• The Power BI toolset provides Pacific
Specialty with a better understanding of
the details of the existing book of business,
critical indicators such as profitability and
loss ratio, which allows for fact-based
product improvement decisions.
• The company can now better anticipate
the effect product changes will have
on related processes, since the new
operational data platform has been fully
documented.
Culture shift – a workplace transformation
• Bringing the business around to a new way
of thinking is an iterative process; as users
become accustomed to the new system,
change is happening. “We created a new
culture – now we deliver data, not reports,”
said Lee.
• By empowering employees with the tools
and automated processes they need to
capture key insights, employee satisfaction
and retention is on the rise.

About Pacific Specialty
Pacific Specialty Insurance Company, founded
in 1989, is the flagship of the McGraw Group
of Affiliated Companies. For over 16 years,
it has held an “A” rating with AM Best (a world
leader in assessing the financial strength
of insurance companies). PSIC’s full suite
of powersports, property and liability
insurance products make it a leading choice
for independent insurance producers
and carrier partners.

About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital
and cloud-enabling services, business solutions
and design-led experiences, delivered through the
power of people and the Microsoft ecosystem.
Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded
in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation
and has 29,000 professionals in 23 countries. Visit us
at www.avanade.com
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